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ABSTRACT

We present Milky Way-est, a suite of 20 cosmological cold-dark-matter-only zoom-in simulations of Milky
Way (MW)-like host halos. Milky Way-est hosts are selected such that they: (i) are consistent with the MW’s
measured halo mass and concentration, (ii) accrete a Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)-like (≈ 1011 M⊙) subhalo
within the last 1.3 Gyr on a realistic orbit, placing them near 50 kpc from the host center at z ≈ 0, and (iii)
undergo a >1:5 sub-to-host halo mass ratio merger with a Gaia–Sausage–Enceladus (GSE)-like system at early
times (0.67 < z < 3). Hosts satisfying these LMC and GSE constraints constitute < 1% of all halos in the MW’s
mass range, and their total masses grow rapidly at late times due to LMC analog accretion. Compared to hosts
of a similar final halo mass that are not selected to include LMC and GSE analogs, Milky Way-est hosts contain
22% more subhalos with present-day virial masses above 108 M⊙ throughout the virial radius, on average. This
enhancement reaches ≈ 80% in the inner 100 kpc and is largely, if not entirely, due to LMC-associated subhalos.
These systems also induce spatial anisotropy in Milky Way-est subhalo populations, with ≈ 60% of the total
subhalo population within 100 kpc found in the current direction of the LMC. Meanwhile, we find that GSE-
associated subhalos do not significantly contribute to present-day Milky Way-est subhalo populations. These
results provide context for our Galaxy’s dark matter structure and subhalo population and will help interpret a
range of measurements that are currently only possible in the MW.

Keywords: Dark matter (353); Large Magellanic Cloud (903); Milky Way dark matter halo (1049); N-body
simulations (1083)

1. INTRODUCTION

The Milky Way (MW)’s dark matter distribution is a cor-
nerstone of near-field cosmology. In recent years, astromet-
ric measurements (Gardner et al. 2021), photometric surveys
(Drlica-Wagner et al. 2020, 2022), and spectroscopic cam-
paigns (Majewski et al. 2017; Naidu et al. 2020; Cooper
et al. 2023) have qualitatively advanced our understanding
of the events that contributed to the buildup of dark mat-
ter in the MW. These observations reveal that the MW’s
most massive surviving and disrupted satellites—namely, the
recently accreted Large Magellanic Cloud system (LMC;
van der Marel et al. 2002; Besla et al. 2007; Kallivayalil
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et al. 2013; Vasiliev 2023) and the ancient Gaia–Sausage–
Enceladus merger (GSE; Belokurov et al. 2018; Helmi et al.
2018)—play a crucial role in shaping its dark matter distribu-
tion and substructure (e.g., Helmi 2020; Conroy et al. 2021).

In particular, the GSE merger is a key event in the for-
mation of the Milky Way galaxy, as evidenced by the chemo-
kinematic structure of the MW’s disk (e.g., Grand et al. 2020;
Belokurov & Kravtsov 2022; Semenov et al. 2024; Dillamore
et al. 2024). GSE also significantly impacts the dynamical
structure of the MW stellar halo, which is dominated by stars
on radial orbits deposited by this merger at early times (e.g.,
Fattahi et al. 2019; Dillamore et al. 2022; Han et al. 2022).
Meanwhile, the LMC drives the MW’s dark matter distribu-
tion away from dynamical equilibrium, inducing wakes, de-
formation, and reflex motion that have recently been detected
(e.g., Garavito-Camargo et al. 2019, 2021; Petersen & Peñar-
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rubia 2021; Conroy et al. 2021; Lilleengen et al. 2023). The
LMC also brings its own substructure into the MW, reflected
by the existence of kinematically associated satellite galax-
ies (e.g., Kallivayalil et al. 2018; Patel et al. 2020; Samuel
et al. 2021) and spatial anisotropy in the distribution of MW
satellite galaxies (e.g., Jethwa et al. 2016; Nadler et al. 2020).

From a theoretical perspective, cosmological simulations
provide detailed predictions for the growth and structure of
MW-mass halos, including their subhalo populations (e.g.,
Springel et al. 2008; Diemand et al. 2008; Mao et al. 2015;
Griffen et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2016; Wetzel et al. 2016;
Poole-McKenzie et al. 2020; Nadler et al. 2023b). Most stud-
ies that use simulations to interpret MW observations select
hosts with masses and concentrations consistent with those
inferred for the MW halo, regardless of merger history. In hy-
drodynamic contexts, selection often includes central galaxy
properties (e.g., stellar mass and morphology). Other simu-
lations require MW analogs to reside in environments similar
to the Local Group or Local Volume (e.g., Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2014; Carlesi et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2022).

Motivated by the observational advances discussed above,
recent simulations have focused on halos that satisfy addi-
tional constraints on the MW’s merger history. Considering
GSE, Bignone et al. (2019) and Bose et al. (2020) study hosts
in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations that include GSE
analogs, Rey et al. (2023) present zoom-in simulations that
are engineered to include GSE analogs with controlled prop-
erties, and García-Bethencourt et al. (2023) present a high-
resolution hydrodynamical simulation that includes analogs
of the GSE along with two other early mergers, Kraken and
Sequoia. Considering the LMC, several authors have ana-
lyzed small numbers of MW-mass hosts with LMC analog
subhalos using gravity-only (e.g., Erkal & Belokurov 2020;
Sales et al. 2017) or hydrodynamic simulations (e.g., Barry
et al. 2023; Smith-Orlik et al. 2023; Arora et al. 2023). Be-
yond individual constraints, Evans et al. (2020) analyze MW-
like hosts with both LMC and GSE analogs using large-
volume cosmological simulations, and Nadler et al. (2020)
study zoom-ins of two MW-mass hosts with analogs of both
systems. Despite this progress, no existing simulation suite
is designed to study MW-mass hosts that accrete an LMC
analog at late times and undergo a major merger with a GSE
analog at early times. Thus, it is timely to develop high-
resolution cosmological simulations that incorporate both ac-
cretion events.

Here, we introduce Milky Way-est, a suite of 20 cosmo-
logical cold-dark-matter-only zoom-in simulations focused
on hosts that are consistent with the MW’s halo mass and
concentration measurements and that accrete both LMC and
GSE analogs. Given our LMC and GSE analog selection cri-
teria, we find that < 1% of halos in the relevant mass range
undergo both accretion events, adding to previous findings

regarding the rarity of the Magellanic Clouds (e.g., Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2010; Busha et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2011). To
benchmark our results, we compare Milky Way-est to the
Symphony Milky Way-mass zoom-in simulation suite (here-
after Symphony MW; Mao et al. 2015; Nadler et al. 2023b).
Symphony MW includes 45 MW-mass hosts, run with the
same resolution and numerical settings as Milky Way-est,
which are not selected to include LMC and GSE analogs.
Comparing Milky Way-est and Symphony MW hosts can,
therefore, isolate the effects of our GSE and LMC constraints
on hosts’ mass accretion histories (MAHs) and subhalo pop-
ulations. We will show Milky Way-est hosts’ formation
times, subhalo mass functions (SHMFs), and subhalo radial
and spatial distributions significantly differ from Symphony
MW. These differences are largely driven by our LMC ana-
log systems. Thus, it is important to model both the LMC
and GSE to accurately interpret measurements of the MW’s
dark matter distribution and substructure.

Milky Way-est simulations resolve subhalos down to
present-day masses of ≈ 108 M⊙, near the threshold of
galaxy formation (Benitez-Llambay & Frenk 2020; Nadler
et al. 2020); detailed comparisons between Milky Way-est
and Symphony MW will therefore help contextualize up-
coming observations of the MW satellite population, which
probe galaxy formation and dark matter physics (Nadler et al.
2024). More generally, Milky Way-est provides a realistic
setting for testing empirical galaxy–halo connection mod-
els (e.g., Nadler et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2021), conducting
zoom-in simulations of galaxy formation (e.g., Wetzel et al.
2016; Font et al. 2020; Applebaum et al. 2021), and exploring
physics beyond the cold dark matter paradigm (e.g., Nadler
et al. 2021b,a; Mau et al. 2022; Yang et al. 2023) in a setting
that facilitates accurate predictions for near-field cosmology.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
our simulations, including host halo selection criteria and the
Milky Way-est sample. In Section 3, we present the proper-
ties of Milky Way-est hosts, LMC analogs, and GSE analogs.
In Section 4, we study Milky Way-est host halo MAHs and
subhalo populations compared to Symphony MW. We dis-
cuss the implications of our results, areas for future work,
and caveats in Section 5; we conclude in Section 6. We list
the names and properties of Milky Way-est systems (includ-
ing their LMC and GSE analog halos) in Appendix A, and a
convergence test using one higher-resolution Milky Way-est
resimulation is presented in Appendix B.

2. SIMULATIONS

We begin by describing our simulations, including tech-
nical details (Section 2.1), host halo selection criteria (Sec-
tion 2.2), and the Milky Way-est sample that we resimulate
using the zoom-in technique (Section 2.3).
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Figure 1. Projected dark matter density of Milky Way-est hosts. Systems are arranged horizontally by host mass percentile and vertically by
host concentration within each mass bin. Visualizations are created using the phase-space tessellation method (Kaehler 2017, 2018). Each
simulation is visualized at the snapshot when its LMC analog is nearest to 50 kpc from the host center (see Section 2.3).

Following Nadler et al. (2023b), all of our simulations use
h = 0.7, Ωm = 0.286, ΩΛ = 0.714, σ8 = 0.82, and ns = 0.96
(similar to WMAP 9; Hinshaw et al. 2013). Halo cata-
logs and merger trees are generated using ROCKSTAR and
CONSISTENT-TREES (Behroozi et al. 2013b,a). We define
“peak” as the highest value of a quantity along a halo’s main
branch, and we measure concentration using the Navarro–
Frenk–White (NFW; Navarro et al. 1997) definition.

2.1. Overview

Milky Way-est hosts are selected from the Chinchilla
C125-1024 cosmological volume based on several criteria,
including host halo properties that are consistent with in-
ferred properties of the MW’s dark matter halo and the ex-
istence of realistic LMC and GSE analogs, as described in

Section 2.2. C125-1024 is a dark matter-only simulation
run with a box length of 125 Mpc h−1 with 10243 particles
(see Mao et al. 2015 for details). We generate zoom-in initial
conditions with four refinement regions, yielding an equiv-
alent of 8192 particles per side in the most refined region,
using MUSIC (Hahn & Abel 2011). The highest-resolution
region corresponds to the Lagrangian volume of particles
within ten times the z = 0 virial radius of each host (Rvir,host)
in C125-1024 (with the exception of Halo756, for which we
use 7Rvir,host to avoid an expensive resimulation).1

1 Virial quantities are calculated using the Bryan & Norman (1998) over-
density, which corresponds to ∆vir ≈ 99 times the critical density of the
universe in our cosmology at z = 0.
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The numerical parameters of our zoom-in simulations
match those for Symphony MW (see Nadler et al. 2023b
for details). The dark matter particle mass in the highest-
resolution region is mpart = 4.0× 105 M⊙ and the comoving
Plummer-equivalent gravitational softening is ϵ = 170 pc h−1.
We also verify convergence using a resimulation of one
Milky Way-est host with 8× smaller particle mass and 2×
smaller softening (see Appendix B). We initialize each zoom-
in at z = 99 and save 236 snapshots until z = 0. At late times,
the typical time spacing between snapshots is 25 Myr; as a
result, we run some Milky Way-est zoom-ins slightly past
z = 0 to ensure that our LMC analogs reach a distance of
≈ 50 kpc (see Section 2.3 for details). We assume the same
convergence properties derived in Nadler et al. (2023b) and
apply a cut on present-day subhalo virial mass of Msub >

300×mpart = 1.2× 108 M⊙ when analyzing individual sim-
ulations. We conservatively cut on Msub/Mhost > 1.4× 10−4

when analyzing the entire suite; this threshold corresponds to
300×mpart for the lowest-mass Milky Way-est host.

2.2. Milky Way-est Host Halo Selection

We select hosts in C125-1024 that satisfy all of the fol-
lowing criteria:

(I) Host mass, Mhost, between 1×1012 and 1.8×1012 M⊙
(corresponding to the 2σ range of MW host halo mass
derived in Callingham et al. 2019);

(II) Host concentration, chost, between 7 and 16 (corre-
sponding to the 2σ range of MW host halo concen-
tration derived in Callingham et al. 2019);

(III) An LMC analog subhalo that satisfies:

(a) Maximum circular velocity Vmax,sub > 55 kms−1

(van der Marel & Kallivayalil 2014; if multiple
exist, we choose the subhalo with the highest
peak maximum circular velocity, Vpeak,sub);

(b) Scale factor of most recent infall into the MW
virial radius ainfall > 0.86 (lookback time within
1.3 Gyr of z = 0; Kallivayalil et al. 2013);

(c) Distance to host at z = 0, rLMC, between 30 and
70 kpc (e.g., Pietrzyński et al. 2019).

(IV) A GSE analog subhalo that merges with the MW host
between 0.25 < adisrupt < 0.6 with Msub/Mhost > 0.2
when the GSE analog achieves its peak mass (e.g.,
Helmi 2020; Naidu et al. 2021).

These criteria are designed to bracket observationally in-
ferred properties of the MW, LMC, and GSE halos. Start-
ing with the host, our cuts encompass most MW halo mass
and concentration estimates in the literature (e.g., see Wang
et al. 2020 for a review). Note that we measure halo mass
and concentration in the absence of baryons because we work
with gravity-only simulations. Including baryons may affect
the values of both quantities (e.g., Cautun et al. 2020), and
it would be interesting to explore this effect with hydrody-

Table 1. Percentage of MW-mass halos from C125-1024 that
pass each Milky Way-est selection cut, corresponding to the
criteria from Section 2.2. For each criterion, both the percent-
age of halos that pass only the previous cut and the remaining
percentage of MW-mass halos are shown.

Criterion % of previous % of MW-mass

MW mass (I) – –
+ MW concentration (II) 77.4 77.4

+ LMC-mass subhalo (IIIa) 57.1 44.2
+ LMC recent accretion (IIIb) 45.9 20.3
+ LMC distance (IIIc) 8.86 1.80

+ GSE merger (IV) 41.3 0.74

NOTE—4455 MW-mass halos exist in C125-1024; 33 pass all cuts.

namic resimulations of Milky Way-est hosts. Regardless, the
MW halo properties from Callingham et al. (2019) that we
use account for this effect.

Next, for the LMC, our Vmax,sub cut is based on measure-
ments of the LMC’s rotation curve (van der Marel & Kalli-
vayalil 2014). Although we do not place an additional cut on
the LMC’s halo mass, we will show that our LMC analogs’
halo masses are broadly consistent with LMC dynamical
mass measurements (see Section 3.2).2 We impose a cut on
ainfall so that our LMC analogs’ infall times are consistent
with those derived from proper motion measurements (Kalli-
vayalil et al. 2013). Note that most of the LMC analogs are
on first infall; see Section 2.3 for details on the final sam-
ple. While the LMC’s current 50 kpc distance from the MW
is measured to within ±1 kpc (Pietrzyński et al. 2019), we
include halos with LMC analogs within ±20 kpc of this dis-
tance at z = 0 in order to obtain a statistically representative
sample of LMC analogs. The LMC distance criterion is our
most restrictive cut and yields LMC analogs that are broadly
consistent with the LMC’s inferred orbit; we discuss this fur-
ther in Section 3.2.

Finally, our GSE selection criteria are less restrictive be-
cause observational uncertainties on its measured properties
are large. For example, Helmi (2020) quotes an O(1 Gyr)
uncertainty on GSE’s infall time, and an order-of-magnitude
uncertainty on its stellar mass; additional modeling is re-
quired to infer GSE’s halo mass (e.g., Naidu et al. 2021).
Given our broad ranges of allowed GSE parameters described

2 Boylan-Kolchin et al. (2010) find that ≈ 10% to 30% of MW-mass halos
host a subhalo with Msub ≳ 1011 M⊙. Some LMC analogs with Msub <
1011 M⊙ satisfy our Vmax,sub > 55 kms−1 criterion, which explains why
a larger fraction of our hosts pass this cut than in Boylan-Kolchin et al.
(2010); see Table 1.
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in Section 2.2, about half of the hosts with recently accreted,
nearby LMCs also have GSE analogs.

We also explored including a Small Magellanic Cloud
(SMC) analog. However, no halos that satisfy all cuts above
have a clear SMC analog, i.e., a massive subhalo on a long-
lived orbit around the LMC. In addition, we note that Milky
Way-est halos are not explicitly selected to reside in environ-
ments representative of the Local Group or Local Volume;
nonetheless, Milky Way-est hosts are generally less isolated
than Symphony MW halos, which were selected with an ex-
plicit isolation cut (Nadler et al. 2023b). As a result, massive
neighboring host halos reminiscent of M31 surround a hand-
ful of Milky Way-est systems. Studying the impact of Milky
Way-est hosts’ environments on their accretion histories and
subhalo populations is therefore an interesting area for future
work.

2.3. Milky Way-est Sample

We find that 33 halos satisfy the above criteria, out of 4455
halos in the MW mass range in C125-1024; the percentage
of MW-mass halos in C125-1024 that pass each cut is sum-
marized in Table 1. We resimulate 25 of these hosts with
Lagrangian volumes smaller than ≈ 1550 (Mpc h−1)3, for
which zoom-in simulations are computationally feasible. In
five of these resimulations, the LMC analog’s orbit notice-
ably differs from the parent box (potentially due to the but-
terfly effect; Genel et al. 2019), so we do not analyze these
hosts. The resulting 20 zoom-ins constitute the Milky Way-
est suite.3 Figure 1 shows the projected dark matter density
within each host halo’s virial radius at z≈ 0, arranged by host
mass and concentration; each LMC analog halo is visible as
a prominent substructure near its host’s center.

Given the ±20 kpc range allowed for our LMC analogs’
z = 0 distances, we analyze each Milky Way-est system at
the scale factor when its LMC analog is closest to a distance
of 50 kpc from the host center, denoted aLMC,50; if there are
multiple snapshots at which the LMC analog’s distance is
smaller than 50 kpc, we choose the earliest time. In gen-
eral, our LMC analogs’ orbits do not exactly match those in
the parent box. Thus, to ensure that all LMC analogs reach
an appropriate distance, some Milky Way-est simulations are
analyzed slightly after z = 0. Because our LMC analogs are
constrained to accrete recently, most of them are near or at
first pericenter when they reach a distance of ≈ 50 kpc, with
the exception of two LMC analogs on second infall (see Sec-
tion 3.2 for details). The resulting Milky Way-est analysis
snapshots are all within ≈ 100 Myr of z = 0, and are listed
in Appendix A. We refer to these as the z ≈ 0 snapshots, and

3 One of these hosts (Halo327) was also in the Symphony MW sample (Mao
et al. 2015; Nadler et al. 2023b); when comparing the two suites, we only
include it in Milky Way-est.
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Figure 2. Mass–concentration relation for Milky Way-est (orange
circles) and Symphony MW hosts (gray squares). The box corre-
sponds to our MW host halo selection cuts (i.e., criteria (I) and (II)
in Section 2.2).

we normalize scale factors for each Milky Way-est host rela-
tive to aLMC,50. Note that we always analyze Symphony MW
hosts at z = 0.

3. PROPERTIES OF MILKY WAY-EST HALOS

Having described the Milky Way-est sample, we now an-
alyze the properties of the MW host halos (Section 3.1),
LMC analog halos (Section 3.2), and GSE analog halos (Sec-
tion 3.3) in our zoom-in simulations.

3.1. MW Analog Characteristics

After performing our zoom-in simulations, we identified
host halos by matching their accretion histories to the MAHs
of target hosts in C125-1024. Our hosts’ MAHs match their
counterparts in the parent box; for example, the average dif-
ference in Mhost at z ≈ 0 between our zoom-ins and the parent
box is 3%. In our zoom-ins, all but one of the Milky Way-est
hosts satisfy our MW halo concentration cut (Section 2.2),
as shown by the orange circles in Figure 2. Thus, these host
halo properties are robust to the change in resolution from
C125-1024 to our zoom-in resimulations.

We also show Symphony MW halos (gray squares in Fig-
ure 2), which span a narrower range of host mass and a
broader range of concentration than our observationally mo-
tivated cuts. When comparing Milky Way-est to Symphony
MW in Section 4, we normalize subhalo masses by their cor-
responding host masses, which controls for the difference in
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Figure 3. Maximum circular velocity, Vmax,sub, versus most recent
infall time for Milky Way-est LMC analogs (purple circles) and the
highest-Vpeak,sub subhalo in each Symphony MW host (gray squares).
The latest infall time is defined as the snapshot that a subhalo most
recently accretes into its host. The box corresponds to our LMC
analog selection cuts (i.e., criteria (IIIa) and (IIIb) in Section 2.2);
Milky Way-est hosts are analyzed at the z ≈ 0 snapshot when each
LMC analog is nearest to a distance of 50 kpc from the host center,
consistent with selection criterion (IIIc).

the host mass distributions because subhalo abundances scale
approximately linearly with host mass for MW-mass halos
(e.g., Nadler et al. 2023b). At fixed host halo mass, subhalo
abundances are also sensitive to host concentration (e.g., Mao
et al. 2015) and other secondary properties (e.g., Fielder et al.
2019), which in turn may be affected by the presence of LMC
analogs in Milky Way-est hosts (e.g., Fielder et al. 2020).

3.2. LMC Analog Characteristics

We identify LMC analogs by matching the orbits and
MAHs of subhalos in our zoom-in simulations with C125-
1024. All resulting LMC analogs match the halos in the par-
ent box well; for example, their peak masses agree at the
percent level. Figure 3 shows the maximum circular veloc-
ity and accretion scale factor of each Milky Way-est LMC
analog (purple circles). All Milky Way-est LMC analogs are
most recently accreted within the last 1.3 Gyr (ainfall ≥ 0.86,
consistent with our selection criterion from Section 2.2), and
almost all of these LMC analogs are on first infall. Further-
more, all of our LMC analogs have Vmax,sub and ainfall val-
ues that satisfy our criteria from Section 2.2 at the percent
level. At the snapshots when our LMC analogs are closest
to 50 kpc from their respective hosts’ centers, their distance
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Figure 4. Orbits of the LMC analogs in our Milky Way-est simu-
lations (purple solid). Black filled points mark the z ≈ 0 snapshot
for each host used in our analyses, black unfilled points mark ainfall,
and line colors correspond to ainfall. Horizontal dotted line marks
50 kpc. Additionally, solutions for the observed LMC’s orbit based
on proper motion (PM) measurements are shown in black, from
Patel et al. (2020); their fiducial LMC with a lower-mass (higher-
mass) MW host is shown in dashed (dot-dashed). Note that all
LMC analogs are on first infall, except for Halo229 and Halo659,
which respectively have first pericenters at distances of 240 kpc and
120 kpc at a = 0.62 and a = 0.59.

distribution has a mean and host-to-host standard deviation
of rLMC = 53± 11 kpc. Milky Way-est LMC analogs have a
mean Vmax,sub (Msub) of 94 kms−1 (1.8× 1011 M⊙), and are
thus consistent with measurements of the LMC’s current dy-
namical mass (e.g., Erkal et al. 2019; Shipp et al. 2021).

For comparison, Figure 3 shows the same quantities for
the subhalo with the highest Vpeak,sub in each Symphony MW
simulation (gray squares). We choose highest-Vpeak,sub sub-
halos because they are expected to host the brightest sur-
viving satellite of each Symphony MW host, as for our
LMC analogs (Lehmann et al. 2017). The highest-Vpeak,sub

Symphony MW subhalos are generally less massive than
the Milky Way-est LMC analogs: in Symphony MW, the
highest-Vpeak,sub subhalos’ mean Vmax,sub (Msub) is 59 kms−1

(6.8×1010 M⊙). We find that there is a correlation between
Vmax,sub and ainfall for the highest-Vpeak,sub Symphony MW
subhalos, which is reasonable since earlier-accreted subha-
los are less massive at infall and subsequently more stripped
(e.g., Kravtsov et al. 2004). In Milky Way-est, this corre-
lation is not present because all LMC analogs are accreted
recently.
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Figure 4 shows the orbits of all Milky Way-est LMC
analogs. As noted above, all but two of our LMC analogs
are near their first pericenter at the z ≈ 0 snapshot; after in-
fall, their orbits are generally consistent with those inferred
from proper motion measurements (Kallivayalil et al. 2013),
including recent studies using Gaia data (Vasiliev 2023). We
note that the orbits of our two LMC analogs on their sec-
ond pericenter are also potentially consistent with orbits re-
constructed from current LMC proper motion measurements
(e.g., see Vasiliev 2024).

3.3. GSE Analog Characteristics

We identify GSE analogs by comparing the MAHs and
orbits of disrupted subhalos in our zoom-in simulations to
the GSE analog for each host in the parent box, following
our procedure for LMC analogs in Section 3.2. If multi-
ple disrupted subhalos satisfy the GSE selection criteria in
the parent box, we compare to the subhalo with the highest
Msub/Mhost when it reaches its peak mass. For most Milky
Way-est hosts, we identify a GSE analog with an MAH and
orbit that matches its counterpart in C125-1024. In a few
cases, the GSE analog’s peak mass is similar to that in the
parent box, but its orbit and disruption time differ. In one
case, we cannot identify a counterpart of the original GSE
analog in our zoom-in resimulation, but we still find a dis-
rupted subhalo consistent with our GSE selection criteria.

Figure 5 shows the disruption times and sub-to-host halo
mass ratios for our Milky Way-est GSE analogs (green cir-
cles). We compare these to the most massive disrupted sub-
halo over the relevant range of adisrupt in each Symphony
MW simulation (gray squares). We evaluate sub-to-host halo
mass ratios at the snapshot when the GSE analog (or highest-
Mpeak,sub disrupted subhalo) achieves its peak mass to match
our GSE selection criteria. For all Milky Way-est hosts ex-
cept the case noted above, the GSE analog is consistent with
our constraints, shown by the dashed region in Figure 5.

Our GSE analogs merge with a mean adisrupt of 0.40±0.06,
where uncertainties represent the host-to-host standard devia-
tion. This distribution is consistent with the Symphony MW
highest-Mpeak,sub disrupted subhalos we compare to, which
were selected over the same adisrupt range. The mean peak
mass of Milky Way-est hosts’ GSE analogs is 1.1×1011 M⊙,
versus 1.5×1011 M⊙ for Symphony MW’s highest-Mpeak,sub

disrupted subhalos. Despite these similar mass distributions,
many Symphony MW disrupted subhalos have sub-to-host
halo mass ratios below our GSE criterion. This result is
influenced by our LMC constraint—in particular, the LMC
contributes significantly to Milky Way-est hosts’ total halo
masses at late times, such that Milky Way-est hosts have
lower masses than average during the epoch of the GSE
merger (see Section 4.1). Thus, we measure larger sub-to-
host halo merger mass ratios for Milky Way-est GSE analogs
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Figure 5. Scale factor at which a disrupted subhalo merges with the
host, adisrupt, versus the sub-to-host halo mass ratio for this object
evaluated when its peak mass is achieved, [Msub/Mhost](apeak,sub).
Points show Milky Way-est GSE analogs (green circles) and
highest-Mpeak,sub Symphony MW disrupted subhalos with 0.25 <
adisrupt < 0.6 (gray squares). The box corresponds to our GSE analog
selection cuts (i.e., criterion (IV) in Section 2.2).

compared to Symphony MW highest-Mpeak,sub disrupted sub-
halos, on average.

Despite this general trend, Symphony MW also contains
disrupted subhalos with sub-to-host halo mass ratios ≳ 0.5.
Such values are possible because this mass ratio is evaluated
when the disrupted subhalo achieves Mpeak,sub. Before the
merger, these objects may be stripped while the host grows,
resulting in a sub-to-host halo mass ratio below 0.5 when the
merger occurs.

4. RESULTS

We now present our results, focusing on host halo MAHs
(Section 4.1), SHMFs (Section 4.2), subhalo radial distri-
butions (Section 4.3), and subhalo spatial anisotropy (Sec-
tion 4.4).

4.1. Host Halo Formation Histories

Our MW analog selection criteria systematically affect the
formation histories of Milky Way-est host halos. To demon-
strate this, the left panel of Figure 6 shows host halo MAHs
for Milky Way-est (gold) and Symphony MW (black), nor-
malized to the mass of each host at z ≈ 0 (or z = 0 for Sym-
phony MW). Milky Way-est hosts form later, on average,
than Symphony MW hosts; for example, the mean scale fac-
tor at which half the final mass is achieved, a1/2, is 0.57±0.1
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Figure 6. Left: Mean MAHs of Milky Way-est (gold) and Symphony MW (black solid) zoom-in hosts. The mean Symphony MW MAH
normalized to the Milky Way-est value at a = 0.8 is also shown (black dashed). Shaded regions show the 16-84th MAH percentiles for each
suite. Each host’s mass is normalized to its final value before stacking (z ≈ 0 for Milky Way-est, and z = 0 for Symphony MW). Scale factors
are normalized to the scale factor of each host’s final snapshot before averaging. Right: Mean MAHs of halos in C125-1024 that satisfy
successive Milky Way-est selection criteria (see Section 2.2 and Table 1). The gray band corresponds to MW-mass halos, based on our Milky
Way-est mass selection criterion, and colored lines show samples that satisfy successive cuts on host concentration (light blue long-dashed),
LMC analog mass, infall time, and present-day distance (lightest to darkest purple short-dashed), and GSE analogs (gold dot-dashed).

for Milky Way-est and 0.49±0.1 for Symphony MW, where
uncertainties represent the host-to-host standard deviation.
This ≈ 1σ difference relative to the host-to-host scatter is
significant given the ±0.01 statistical error on our a1/2 mea-
surements, estimated using jackknife resampling, and cor-
responds to a 1.3 Gyr shift in average half-mass formation
time. In turn, the slope of the mean Milky Way-est MAH
differs from Symphony MW at late times, when our LMC
analog subhalos accrete.

Before interpreting these results, we describe a few techni-
cal aspects of our MAH calculation. First, we present MAHs
using host virial masses reported by ROCKSTAR. This in-
cludes the masses of all subhalos within the virial radius at
a given time, although we note that the late-time growth de-
scribed above for Milky Way-est hosts persists even if sub-
halos’ masses are subtracted from the host mass at each
snapshot. Second, a small subset of Milky Way-est sys-
tems have LMC analogs that are particularly massive (e.g.
Msub > 1.5× 1011M⊙ at z ≈ 0). However, the shift towards
later assembly for Milky Way-est hosts persists even when
these systems are excluded. Finally, we have checked that
additional differences in host selection criteria do not drive
this MAH shift. In particular, host samples from C125-1024
selected with and without the “secondary” Symphony MW
host selection cuts on environment and Lagrangian volume
(Nadler et al. 2023b) display consistent MAHs, implying that
these characteristics do not drive the MAH difference.

To unpack these findings, we study the impact of each
Milky Way-est selection criterion on the MAHs of host halos

in C125-1024. As shown in the right panel of Figure 6, the
cut on host concentration (criterion II in Section 2.2) does
not significantly impact hosts’ normalized MAHs. The exis-
tence of a massive subhalo (criterion IIIa from Section 2.2)
also does not have a significant impact; in general, such sub-
halos do not accrete as recently as our LMC analogs and thus
may be heavily stripped by z = 0. Instead, the shift toward
more recent assembly is largely driven by the existence of a
recently accreted and nearby LMC analog halo (criteria IIIb
and IIIc from Section 2.2), consistent with the findings in Lu
et al. (2016). We note that LMC analogs in the parent box
that satisfy our Vmax,sub, ainfall, and distance cuts are ≈ 50%
more massive than subhalos that satisfy our Vmax,sub and ainfall

criteria but are not on LMC-like orbits. This is reasonable, as
massive subhalos sink to the host center more quickly due to
dynamical friction (e.g., van den Bosch et al. 2016).

Adding our GSE analog cuts (criterion IV from Sec-
tion 2.2) produces a slight “bump” in the normalized MAHs
during the epoch of the GSE merger; however, this feature
is only marginally significant and lies within the host-to-host
scatter. In particular, at a = 0.5, the “+ GSE” (“+ LMC dis-
tance”) sample in Figure 6 has a mean normalized mass of
0.51 (0.46). For comparison, the jackknife uncertainty on the
mean MAH is 0.03, and the host-to-host standard deviation
is 0.16. The GSE bump is followed by a flatter normalized
MAH because the GSE analog represents one of the largest
early accretion events for each Milky Way-est host. This flat-
tening makes the late-time increase in the normalized MAH
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Figure 7. Left: Mean SHMFs, measured using present-day subhalo virial mass (Msub) and normalized by host virial mass (Mhost), for all
subhalos within the virial radius of Milky Way-est (solid purple) and Symphony MW (solid black) hosts. Dashed lines show the contribution
to these mass functions from subhalos associated with the LMC analogs in Milky Way-est and the highest-Vpeak,sub subhalos in Symphony MW.
Right: Mean subhalo radial distributions in Milky Way-est and Symphony MW systems as a function of distance from the host halo center,
in units of Rvir,host. Dashed lines show the radial distributions of subhalos associated with the LMC analog or highest-Vpeak,sub subhalo, as in
the left panel. In both panels, shaded bands show 16-84th percentiles, and lower panels show the ratio of Milky Way-est to Symphony MW
measurements for all subhalos (solid) and non-LMC-associated subhalos (dot-dashed).

due to the LMC analog even more dramatic in Milky Way-
est, compared to typical Symphony MW hosts.

We also compare Milky Way-est and Symphony MW host
MAHs up to 1) a = 0.25 (before our GSE analogs accrete)
and 2) a = 0.8 (before our LMC analogs accrete; see the black
dashed line in Figure 6) to examine how these constraints af-
fect Milky Way-est hosts’ MAHs at other times. We find that
hosts’ specific accretion rates are similar between the suites
for a < 0.25. At a = 0.25, Milky Way-est hosts are 39% less
massive, on average, with a mean mass of 1.0 × 1011 M⊙
versus 1.6× 1011 M⊙ for Symphony MW. During GSE in-
fall and disruption (0.25 < a < 0.6), Milky Way-est hosts’
specific accretion rates are higher than in Symphony MW,
although Milky Way-est hosts are still less massive at these
times, on average. At later times (a > 0.8), Milky Way-est
hosts overtake Symphony MW hosts in terms of both spe-
cific and absolute growth.

4.2. Subhalo Mass Functions

The left panel of Figure 7 shows mean SHMFs for Milky
Way-est (purple) and Symphony MW (black). SHMFs are
measured using present-day virial mass and normalized to
each host’s virial mass at z ≈ 0 (or at z = 0 for Symphony
MW). Milky Way-est systems host a mean number of 77±13
subhalos with Msub/Mhost > 1.4×10−4 (or Msub ≳ 108 M⊙),

versus 60± 13 for Symphony MW, where uncertainties rep-
resent the host-to-host standard deviation. Thus, at low
masses, the amplitude of the mean Milky Way-est SHMF is
22% higher than in Symphony MW, while the SHMF slopes
are consistent. This difference is statistically significant
given the ≈ 3% Poisson error on our stacked SHMF mea-
surement and represents a ≈ 1.5σ difference relative to the
host-to-host scatter. At higher masses (Msub/Mhost ≳ 10−2),
LMC analogs enhance Milky Way-est SHMFs relative to
Symphony MW. This follows because the highest-Vpeak,sub

subhalos in Symphony MW are roughly one order of mag-
nitude less massive than our LMC analogs, on average (see
Section 3.2 and Figure 3).

4.2.1. LMC-associated Subhalos

The SHMF enhancement in Milky Way-est is partially due
to subhalos accreted with our LMC analogs. To demonstrate
this, the dashed lines in the top-left panel of Figure 7 show
the contribution to the total SHMFs from the LMC analogs
in Milky Way-est, and from the highest-Vpeak,sub subhalos
in Symphony MW. We identify LMC-associated subhalos
within the LMC analog’s virial radius at the timestep before
LMC accretion into the MW virial radius, following Nadler
et al. (2020). Comparing the mean SHMFs, we find that
Milky Way-est LMC analogs contribute a mean of 9±6 sub-
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cuts. The dashed black line shows the one-to-one relation.

halos down to our Msub/Mhost > 1.4× 10−4 resolution limit,
where uncertainties again represent the host-to-host standard
deviation. Meanwhile, subhalos associated with the highest-
Vpeak,sub systems in Symphony MW only contribute 3±3 sub-
halos down to the same limit. The dot-dashed line in the
bottom-left panel of Figure 7 shows the SHMF ratio exclud-
ing LMC (or highest-Vpeak,sub)-associated subhalos and con-
firms that the difference is not entirely due to subhalos within
the LMC’s virial radius when it accretes.

Thus, ≈ 50% of the difference between Milky Way-est and
Symphony MW SHMF amplitudes can be directly attributed
to LMC-associated subhalos. To assess the robustness of this
result, we repeat our calculation using LMC-associated sub-
halos within 2Rvir of the LMC before that region overlaps
with each Milky Way-est host’s virial radius. This increases
the mean abundance of LMC-associated subhalos in Milky
Way-est from 9 to 18 and explains the remaining difference
in SHMF amplitudes.

Figure 8 shows the fraction of each host’s total subhalo
population with Msub > 1.2× 108 M⊙ contributed by Milky
Way-est LMC analogs (purple circles) and Symphony MW
highest-Vpeak,sub subhalos (gray squares). This fraction scales
roughly linearly with Mpeak,sub/Mhost, which is reasonable
given that subhalo abundance scales linearly with host mass
(e.g., Nadler et al. 2023b). Subhalos associated with Milky
Way-est LMC analogs constitute a mean of (10±6)% of the
total subhalo population down to Msub > 1.2×108 M⊙, ver-
sus (4 ± 4)% for systems associated with Symphony MW
highest-Vpeak,sub subhalos, where uncertainties represent the

host-to-host standard deviation. This ≈ 1σ difference fol-
lows because, on average, our LMC analogs are more mas-
sive and accrete more recently than Symphony MW highest-
Vpeak,sub subhalos. In particular, Symphony MW highest-
Vpeak,sub subhalos within our LMC analogs’ range of ainfall and
Vmax,sub contribute (7± 5)% of the total subhalo population,
on average (filled gray squares in Figure 8), which is still
slightly lower than the LMC-associated subhalo contribution
in Milky Way-est. It will therefore be interesting to study
how SHMF enhancement depends on our LMC analogs’ or-
bits (D’Souza & Bell 2021; Barry et al. 2023).

4.2.2. GSE-associated Subhalos

Subhalos accreted with our GSE analogs may also con-
tribute to the difference in SHMFs (e.g., see Bose et al.
2020). By identifying the number of subhalos within the
GSE analog’s virial radius at the time of accretion, we find
a mean of 3 ± 3 surviving GSE-associated subhalos with
Msub > 1.2 × 108 in Milky Way-est hosts at z ≈ 0, on av-
erage, where uncertainties represent the host-to-host stan-
dard deviation. This contribution is small compared to the
LMC-associated subhalos discussed above. However, we
caution that it is difficult to robustly track subhalos associated
with our GSE analogs throughout their mergers and over the
subsequent ≈ 10 Gyr using ROCKSTAR and CONSISTENT-
TREES. We leave a more detailed analysis of GSE-associated
subhalos using particle tracking, which can follow subhalos
much longer (e.g., Mansfield et al. 2023), to future work.

To indirectly assess the impact of GSE-associated subha-
los on the SHMF, we split the Milky Way-est sample by the
median peak mass (≈ 1011 M⊙) of the largest subhalo that
merges with the host in the redshift interval 0.67 < z < 3,
corresponding to our GSE disruption window (Section 2.2).
SHMFs for these subsamples are similar, consistent with our
finding that GSE-associated subhalos contribute negligibly to
Milky Way-est SHMFs at z = 0, given our analysis tools and
resolution cut.

4.2.3. Summary

We have shown that Milky Way-est systems host 22%
more subhalos with Msub ≳ 108 M⊙, on average, than Sym-
phony MW hosts that are not selected to satisfy our GSE and
LMC analog criteria. GSE-associated subhalos contribute
negligibly to this difference. Subhalos within the virial ra-
dius of the LMC at the time of LMC infall explain half of the
difference, and subhalos within 2Rvir of the LMC when that
region is entirely outside of the host explain the remaining
difference. We have confirmed that Milky Way-est and Sym-
phony MW SHMFs are similar at a = 0.8, consistent with
these results. Finally, we note that secondary host proper-
ties are unlikely to affect this interpretation; in particular, al-
though host concentration correlates with subhalo abundance
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Figure 9. Projected maps of subhalo counts stacked over all Milky Way-est (left) and Symphony MW (right) hosts. Distances are measured in
units of each host’s virial radius before stacking. Subhalo counts are normalized by the total number of subhalos in each host, such that each
pixel shows the fraction of subhalos in a given projected area. Subhalo populations are rotated in three dimensions such that the center of each
Milky Way-est LMC analog (white circles) or Symphony MW highest-Vpeak,sub subhalo (white squares) lie along the x-axis. White dashed rings
correspond to 1/3 Rvir,host, 2/3 Rvir,host, and Rvir,host.

in general (Mao et al. 2015), the difference in SHMF ampli-
tude persists when excluding Symphony MW hosts outside
of the Milky Way-est host concentration range.

4.3. Subhalo Radial Distributions

Subhalo radial distributions are shown in the top-right
panel of Figure 7; we measure distances in units of each
host’s virial radius and apply our Msub/Mhost > 1.4 × 10−4

cut. On average, Milky Way-est radial distributions are en-
hanced relative to Symphony MW at r/Rvir,host ≲ 0.5 (r ≲
150 kpc). This is particularly noticeable in the innermost re-
gions, r/Rvir,host ≲ 0.3 (r ≲ 100 kpc), where mean subhalo
abundances are enhanced by 81% in Milky Way-est relative
to Symphony MW.

The enhancement of Milky Way-est inner radial distribu-
tions is partially driven by our LMC analogs. At z ≈ 0, each
LMC analog is roughly 50 kpc from the host center; for
a typical Milky Way-est host with Rvir,host = 300 kpc, this
translates to r/Rvir,host ≈ 0.2. Within this distance, LMC-
associated subhalos constitute 27% of the mean Milky Way-
est subhalo abundance, compared to 10% within the entire
virial radius, on average. At larger distances, the contri-
bution of LMC-associated subhalos decreases. This can be
understood because (before the LMC system’s first pericen-
ter) LMC-associated subhalos are mostly contained within
the LMC analog’s virial radius of ≈ 150 kpc, which extends
to ≈ 200 kpc from the host center.

Thus, subhalos directly associated with the LMC con-
tribute to the enhancement of the inner radial distribution
in Milky Way-est relative to Symphony MW but do not en-
tirely explain the difference between the suites. The dot–
dashed line in the bottom-right panel of Figure 7 shows the
radial distribution ratio excluding LMC (or highest-Vpeak,sub)-
associated subhalos, and (as for the SHMF) again confirms
that the difference is not entirely due to the LMC. Although
GSE-associated subhalos are expected to preferentially be
found in the inner regions of the host (e.g., Bose et al. 2020),
our tests in Section 4.2 indicate that these systems do not sig-
nificantly contribute to present-day Milky Way-est subhalo
abundances given our analysis tools. It is therefore unlikely
that the remaining radial distribution difference is explained
GSE-associated subhalos. As for the SHMF, future work that
studies the origins of subhalos that contribute to the inner ra-
dial distribution difference will be useful.

4.4. Spatial Anisotropy of Subhalo Populations

Milky Way-est LMC analogs accrete recently, accompa-
nied by their own subhalos (see Section 4.2). Because we
analyze most LMC analogs at or near their first pericenter, we
expect that LMC-associated subhalos are still clustered near
their LMC analog host at z ≈ 0 (e.g., D’Souza & Bell 2021),
inducing spatial anisotropy in the subhalo population in ex-
cess of that for an “average” MW-mass halo. To assess this,
we measure the spatial anisotropy of subhalo populations by
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calculating the fraction of subhalos in the hemisphere that
points from the host center to the LMC analog at the z ≈ 0
snapshot in each Milky Way-est simulation; an anisotropy
measure of 50%, therefore, corresponds to an isotropic sub-
halo distribution. In Symphony MW, we use the highest-
Vpeak,sub subhalo at z = 0 to define the preferred direction.

We find that subhalos are preferentially located in the
present-day direction of our LMC analogs and that this ef-
fect is strongest in the inner regions of Milky Way-est hosts.
In particular, the mean anisotropy of Milky Way-est sub-
halo populations is 58% within 1/3 Rvir,host, 56% within
2/3 Rvir,host, and 54% within Rvir,host. In Symphony MW, we
observe little to no anisotropy, with 51 to 52% of all sub-
halos found in the highest-Vpeak,sub subhalo’s hemisphere at
all radii. For both suites, the host-to-host standard deviation
of these measurements is ≈ 5%. These differences between
Milky Way-est and Symphony MW are statistically signifi-
cant, given the ≈ 3% Poisson error on our stacked anisotropy
measurements, and represent a ≈ 1σ difference relative to the
host-to-host scatter.

To illustrate these results, Figure 9 shows projected maps
of subhalo counts in Milky Way-est and Symphony MW,
normalized to the total number of subhalos in each host
and stacked over all hosts within each suite. To produce
these maps, we perform a three-dimensional rotation for each
subhalo population such that the LMC analog (or highest-
Vpeak,sub subhalo) lies on the x-axis. Subhalos are clearly more
centrally concentrated in Milky Way-est compared to Sym-
phony MW, consistent with our findings in Section 4.3. Fur-
thermore, in the inner regions of Milky Way-est hosts, bright
squares (i.e., projected areas with higher fractional subhalo
abundance) are found in the direction of the LMC analogs,
consistent with our anisotropy measurements above.

5. DISCUSSION

We now discuss the implications of Milky Way-est subhalo
populations (Section 5.1), future work that simultaneously
models the impact of GSE and LMC on various observables
(Section 5.2), and relevant caveats (Section 5.3).

5.1. Milky Way-est Subhalo Populations

The ≈ 20% enhancement in Milky Way-est SHMFs (Sec-
tion 4.2) and the accompanying ≈ 80% enhancement of the
inner radial distribution (Section 4.3) and spatial anisotropy
(Section 4.4) have important implications for theoretical
modeling and analyses of near-field data.

5.1.1. Comparison to Previous Work

In Milky Way-est systems, the mean number of LMC-
associated subhalos above our resolution cut is 9± 6, where
uncertainties represent the host-to-host standard deviation.
This prediction corresponds to (10 ± 6)% of the total sub-

halo population with Msub > 1.2×108 M⊙ and is fairly con-
sistent with the number of LMC-associated satellite galaxies
inferred from current observations of the MW satellite pop-
ulation (e.g., Nadler et al. 2020; Patel et al. 2020; Vasiliev
2024). This result is also broadly consistent with previous
predictions for the number of LMC-associated satellites (e.g.,
Deason et al. 2015; Dooley et al. 2017; Jahn et al. 2019).

Using two MW-like simulations with LMC analogs from
the original Mao et al. (2015) Symphony MW suite, Nadler
et al. (2020) demonstrated that spatial anisotropy of sub-
halo and satellite galaxy populations driven by the LMC sys-
tem is necessary to fit the observed MW satellite population.
The LMC analogs studied in Nadler et al. (2020) respec-
tively have sub-to-host halo mass ratios of 0.1 and 0.2, so
they enhance the SHMF, inner radial distribution, and spatial
anisotropy by a typical amount relative to our LMC analog
sample (see Figure 8). Our LMC-associated subhalo results
are also consistent with Lu et al. (2016), who found a similar
enhancement of the satellite stellar mass function and spatial
anisotropy due to satellites accreted with LMC analogs in the
original Symphony MW suite (Mao et al. 2015).

We note that Barry et al. (2023) report even larger LMC-
related SHMF enhancements using hydrodynamic zoom-in
simulations run with the Feedback in Realistic Environ-
ments (FIRE) code. The central galaxies in these simulations
preferentially disrupt subhalos that accrete earlier (Garrison-
Kimmel et al. 2017; Nadler et al. 2018), which may enhance
the relative contribution to the SHMF from LMC-associated
subhalos. Future work will explore this effect by resimulat-
ing Symphony MW and Milky Way-est hosts with embedded
disk potentials (Y. Wang et al., in preparation).

5.1.2. Observational Implications

Accurate subhalo population predictions are crucial for
analyses of the MW’s satellite galaxy and stellar stream pop-
ulations (e.g., Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019; Banerjee et al.
2022). We have analyzed subhalos with present-day virial
masses above ≈ 108 M⊙, most of which are expected to
host satellite galaxies (e.g., Nadler et al. 2020; Ahvazi et al.
2024). Our predictions are therefore relevant for interpret-
ing upcoming MW satellite observations, particularly in the
Southern hemisphere, where most LMC-associated satellites
are located (e.g., Jethwa et al. 2016; Drlica-Wagner et al.
2020, 2022). Intriguingly, the centrally concentrated nature
of Milky Way-est subhalo populations may help explain the
large number of satellite galaxies observed in the MW’s in-
ner regions (e.g., Yniguez et al. 2014; Graus et al. 2019). It
will be interesting to revisit galaxy–halo connection studies
and dark matter constraints from satellite galaxies using the
Milky Way-est suite.

Our predictions are also relevant for interpreting satellite
galaxy populations beyond the MW. In particular, recent sur-
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veys have characterized satellite populations of MW-mass
centrals throughout the Local Volume (e.g., ELVES; Carlsten
et al. 2022) and at distances of 25 to 40 Mpc (e.g., SAGA;
Geha et al. 2017; Mao et al. 2021; Y.-Y. Mao et al., in prepa-
ration). Interestingly, SAGA satellite abundances correlate
strongly with brightest satellite luminosity, which is reminis-
cent of the strong impact that Milky Way-est LMC analogs
have on total subhalo abundance. Thus, we expect that Milky
Way-est simulations will inform future comparisons between
MW, Local Volume, and SAGA satellite populations.

Beyond satellite galaxy modeling, we anticipate that Milky
Way-est simulations will help refine predictions for the
MW’s stellar stream population, and particularly for the sub-
halos that perturb stellar streams. Current stream observa-
tions are most sensitive to subhalos in the inner regions of the
MW (e.g., Bonaca et al. 2019; Banik et al. 2021). Thus, the
abundant and centrally-concentrated nature of Milky Way-
est subhalo populations relative to typical MW-mass hosts
has important implications for stream modeling. Spatial
anisotropy in the distribution of stream perturbers over the
full sky may also become detectable as stream observa-
tions improve (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2019). Resimulations of
Milky Way-est systems at higher resolution will resolve even
lower-mass subhalos associated with the LMC, which will
be relevant for interpreting upcoming stellar stream measure-
ments (e.g., Arora et al. 2023).

5.2. Simultaneously Modeling the Impact of GSE and LMC

A key strength of our work is that both GSE and LMC
analogs are explicitly included in Milky Way-est halo se-
lection criteria. Although we mainly focused on GSE and
LMC’s individual contributions to Milky Way-est hosts’ for-
mation histories and subhalo populations, several correlated
effects may merit dedicated study in future work.

First, Milky Way-est hosts’ specific dark matter accretion
rates are enhanced during the GSE merger, consistent with
previous simulation results (e.g., Evans et al. 2020). How-
ever, during this epoch, Milky Way-est hosts’ masses are
lower than those of average hosts with the same final mass
due to the LMC’s large contribution to Milky Way-est hosts’
total masses at late times. For example, the mean mass of
Milky Way-est hosts is 1.0 × 1011 M⊙ at a = 0.25, versus
1.6× 1011 M⊙ in Symphony MW. Thus, it is timely to re-
visit the impact of GSE on disk and stellar halo formation in
low-mass MW progenitors.

Second, various studies have shown that only a small frac-
tion (≈ 10%) of Milky Way-mass halos in cosmological sim-
ulations host LMC and SMC-mass subhalos (e.g., Boylan-
Kolchin et al. 2010; Busha et al. 2011; Liu et al. 2011). We
find that an even smaller fraction (< 1%) of hosts have both
recently-accreted, nearby LMCs and GSE analogs, where the
LMC’s present-day distance is the most constraining cut (see

Table 1). Qualitatively, this result is not surprising; adding
constraints makes the resulting sample rarer. Practically, the
number density of hosts that satisfy our criteria is 33 systems
in a (125 Mpc h−1)3 volume. Thus, simulating a large number
of halos with both GSE and LMC analogs at sufficient reso-
lution to study their low-mass subhalo populations is chal-
lenging. Future work directly generating MW-like hosts with
LMC and GSE analogs, and perhaps additional systems like
SMC analogs, will be useful. Constrained simulations (e.g.,
Rey et al. 2019) and semi-analytic merger tree realizations
(e.g., Nadler et al. 2023a) are promising in this regard.

5.3. Caveats

We now discuss several caveats. First, our simulations do
not include baryons, which are known to affect subhalo pop-
ulations, e.g. via enhanced disruption of subhalos that or-
bit near the central galaxy (e.g., D’Onghia & Lake 2008;
Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017; Kelley et al. 2019). Unlike
existing zoom-in simulations where this disk potential tech-
nique has been applied, Milky Way-est systems are explicitly
selected to accrete both GSE and LMC analogs. Incorporat-
ing disk potentials in resimulations of Milky Way-est sys-
tems will be a step toward modeling the impact of baryons
on their subhalo populations. Because the disk preferentially
disrupts subhalos that accrete early (Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2017; Nadler et al. 2018), including central galaxy poten-
tials will likely enhance the contribution of recently-accreted
LMC-associated subhalos to host subhalo populations, par-
ticularly in the inner regions, while further suppressing the
contribution of GSE-associated subhalos.

Second, we have defined “MW-like” halos in our Milky
Way-est suite based on halo mass, concentration, and the ex-
istence of GSE and LMC analogs. Even with all of these
criteria, other features of Milky Way-est systems may not
be representative of the MW; for example, the large-scale
environment—which is not explicitly captured by the LMC
and GSE constraints we impose—may influence host halo
formation histories (e.g., Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019; San-
tistevan et al. 2020). Furthermore, it is unclear whether Milky
Way-est hosts form galaxies consistent with the MW galaxy’s
observed properties. We plan to apply empirical (e.g., UNI-
VERSEMACHINE; Behroozi et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2021)
and semi-analytic (e.g., GRUMPY; Kravtsov & Manwadkar
2022) models to gain insight into galaxy formation in Milky
Way-est systems. Milky Way-est systems are excellent can-
didates for zoom-in resimulation with full hydrodynamic and
galaxy formation physics.

Finally, our analysis may underestimate the contribution of
GSE-associated subhalos. In particular, although ROCKSTAR

and CONSISTENT-TREES perform well compared to other
subhalo finders and merger tree algorithms (e.g., Onions et al.
2012; Srisawat et al. 2013), these tools can lose track of
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early-accreted subhalos in a nonphysical manner (Mansfield
et al. 2023). It will be important to study GSE analogs and
their contribution to present-day Milky Way-est subhalo pop-
ulations using improved halo catalogs and merger trees based
on, e.g., particle tracking.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented Milky Way-est, a suite of 20 cosmo-
logical cold-dark-matter-only zoom-in simulations of Milky
Way analogs selected to undergo LMC and GSE-like merger
events. By comparing Milky Way-est with hosts that are
not specifically selected to undergo these mergers, both from
their parent cosmological volume and from the Symphony
MW zoom-in simulations (Nadler et al. 2023b), we find that:

• Given our selection criteria, host halos with both LMC
and GSE analogs constitute < 1% of all MW-mass
systems (i.e., 33 out of 4455 MW-mass systems in a
(125 Mpc h−1)3 volume; see Table 1).

• Compared to Symphony MW, Milky Way-est systems’
mean half-mass formation times are shifted later, pri-
marily due to LMC accretion (Figure 6).

• Milky Way-est systems host 22% more subhalos down
to a fixed sub-to-host halo mass ratio compared to
Symphony MW hosts, which are not explicitly se-
lected to satisfy MW-like criteria beyond host halo
mass; this enhancement reaches ≈ 80% in the inner
100 kpc (Figure 7).

• These SHMF and radial distribution differences can
largely, if not entirely, be explained by LMC-
associated subhalos in Milky Way-est, while GSE-
associated subhalos do not contribute significantly to
present-day Milky Way-est subhalo populations.

• Milky Way-est systems have spatially anisotropic sub-
halo populations, with ≈ 60% of the total subhalo pop-
ulation in the inner 100 kpc found in the current direc-
tion of the LMC (Figure 9).

Our LMC analogs are the main drivers of these formation
history and subhalo population effects. In particular, LMC-
associated subhalos enhance the abundance, inner radial dis-
tribution, and spatial anisotropy of Milky Way-est subhalo
populations relative to typical MW-mass hosts, building on
previous results (e.g., Sales et al. 2011; Santos-Santos et al.
2021; Nadler et al. 2020, 2021a; Barry et al. 2023). Further-
more, our results suggest that the LMC’s orbit correlates with
its impact on the MW subhalo population.

Milky Way-est GSE analogs do not substantially affect the
host halo formation history and subhalo population statistics
we have studied. Nonetheless, we expect that Milky Way-
est simulations will provide insights into GSE’s contribution
to ancient substructure in the inner regions of the MW, the
formation of the MW halo, and the MW’s dark matter phase-
space distribution, following recent studies (e.g., Bose et al.
2020; Fattahi et al. 2019; Evans et al. 2020; Dillamore et al.
2022).

It is interesting to consider how many of (and how accu-
rately) the MW’s major accretion events must be modeled to
meet the precision of upcoming MW dwarf galaxy and stellar
stream observations. On even smaller, sub-kiloparsec scales,
stellar velocity distributions near the solar circle and dark
matter direct detection experiments are sensitive to substruc-
ture accreted during specific merger and accretion events like
the GSE and LMC (e.g., Necib et al. 2019; Besla et al. 2019;
Smith-Orlik et al. 2023). This motivates studies of the local
dark matter distribution using Milky Way-est.
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Table 2. Properties of Milky Way-est Simulations.

Name aLMC,50
Mhost

1012 M⊙

Rvir,host
kpc chost a1/2,host

MLMC
1011 M⊙

Mpeak,LMC
1011 M⊙

rLMC
kpc adisrupt,GSE

Mpeak,GSE
1011 M⊙

Nsub,tot Nsub,LMC Nsub,GSE

Halo169 0.97 0.98 261 8.2 0.62 1.85 2.29 60 0.44 0.94 125 20 4
Halo453 0.96 1.00 265 12.7 0.67 2.99 3.30 59 0.31 0.54 79 13 0
Halo004 1.00 1.03 263 11.2 0.52 1.50 1.74 61 0.41 1.4 94 10 4
Halo476 0.96 1.06 270 12.5 0.49 2.04 2.50 52 0.5 1.1 109 13 5
Halo113 1.01 1.08 266 11.6 0.50 0.28 0.36 48 0.40 1.1 75 0 1
Halo222 1.05 1.12 265 10.8 0.63 2.25 2.67 60 0.38 1.2 117 15 1
Halo407 1.00 1.13 271 8.4 0.45 0.78 0.96 54 0.46 0.5 110 2 1
Halo327 0.94 1.13 279 11.4 0.50 1.16 1.41 47 0.5 2.4 69 6 8
Halo975 0.99 1.14 274 13.9 0.72 2.91 3.15 34 0.32 0.53 81 16 1
Halo170 0.97 1.21 280 12.1 0.59 2.16 2.61 51 0.29 0.4 101 19 0
Halo719 1.01 1.23 278 9.7 0.86 3.98 4.63 50 0.39 0.88 127 17 0
Halo282 1.04 1.28 279 9.0 0.52 0.53 0.71 36 0.44 0.95 117 3 2
Halo983 1.00 1.37 289 10.1 0.67 1.80 2.50 49 0.33 0.53 105 8 3
Halo349 0.90 1.40 304 11.7 0.51 2.33 2.90 58 0.48 0.15 119 16 0
Halo747 0.97 1.41 295 9.6 0.50 0.59 0.73 55 0.47 1.3 132 4 4
Halo666 1.00 1.55 302 8.0 0.69 6.12 6.36 79 0.42 1.7 154 34 9
Halo659 0.96 1.56 307 10.5 0.54 0.36 0.80 46 0.34 0.69 136 2 1
Halo788 1.00 1.71 311 11.9 0.49 0.49 0.68 34 0.33 1.0 162 5 0
Halo756 1.00 1.73 313 10.5 0.43 1.34 1.61 66 0.45 3.4 147 15 5
Halo229 1.01 1.74 312 12.3 0.48 0.10 0.19 64 0.41 0.6 143 1 1

NOTE—The columns, from left to right, list: the name of each Milky Way-est host; the scale factor when each simulation is analyzed; MW host halo virial
mass, host virial radius, host concentration, and half-mass scale factor; LMC analog present-day and peak virial mass, and distance; GSE analog disruption
scale factor and peak mass; and number of total, LMC-associated, and GSE-associated subhalos with Msub > 1.2×108 M⊙ (where LMC/GSE-associated
subhalos are identified within the LMC/GSE virial radius at the timestep immediately before LMC/GSE accretion into the MW virial radius). All quantities
except Mpeak,LMC and Mpeak,GSE are evaluated at (or relative to) aLMC,50. The table is sorted in order of increasing Mhost.

APPENDIX

A. HOST PROPERTIES

Table 2 lists host halo, LMC analog, and GSE analog prop-
erties for all 20 Milky Way-est hosts.

B. CONVERGENCE TEST

Here, we perform a higher-resolution resimulation of one
Milky Way-est system to test for convergence. In particular,
we generate high-resolution initial conditions for Halo004
with an equivalent of 16,384 particles per side in the most
refined region, with a corresponding dark matter particle
mass of mpart,high−res = 5.0 × 104 M⊙. We run this higher-
resolution simulation with a comoving Plummer-equivalent
gravitational softening of 80 pc h−1.

As expected, we find that the high-resolution host halo’s
MAH matches our fiducial-resolution simulation result ex-
tremely well at late times. The MAHs match reasonably well
even at early times; both the high- and fiducial-resolution

MW progenitors are resolved with > 300 particles up to z ≈
15. SHMFs are consistent among resolution levels within ≈
10% down to our fiducial-resolution Msub threshold, consis-
tent with previous convergence tests for Symphony (Nadler
et al. 2023b; see Figure 10).

We also compare radial distributions between resolution
levels, finding that they are converged for r ≳ 0.4Rvir,host; at
smaller radii, our fiducial-resolution simulation’s radial dis-
tribution is more concentrated than the higher-resolution re-
sult, when compared down to a fixed mass threshold. We
caution that this radial distribution comparison is difficult to
interpret for a single halo because subhalos’ orbital phases
can change between resolution levels. Thus, we leave a de-
tailed resolution study using a larger sample of hosts to future
work.
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Figure 10. SHMF for Milky Way-est Halo004 at our fiducial reso-
lution (purple) compared to a higher-resolution resimulation (gold).
For the fiducial-resolution case, we use our standard subhalo mass
cut of Msub > 300×mpart = 1.2×108 M⊙; for the higher-resolution
case, we use Msub > 300×mpart,high−res = 1.5×107 M⊙. The bottom
panel shows the ratio of fiducial to higher-resolution measurements,
along with ±10% deviations (thin dotted lines) about a ratio of one
(dotted line).
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